
NOVEMBER VEGGIE GARDEN 

SEED COLLECTING: Let’s talk about seed collecting. I feel we all need to collect seeds, but not 
all seeds. You can save seeds from both heirloom and open pollinated (OP) varieties, as they will 
grow out true to the variety but not hybrids. Hybrid plants are unstable so don’t save them. How 
do you know if your plant is a hybrid or open-pollinated or heirloom? Look at your seed package 
or plant tag (if you can find them). It will say there if it’s a hybrid.  If you haven’t saved any 
seeds before, go through your garden and see what plants you might still gather seeds from before 
cleaning out the garden. I still have to go thru and gather seeds from flower heads, which are easy 
to see and collect now. It’s a great place to start. There are many sources of info about seed 
saving online. We have a seed bank at the Southside Library here in Santa Fe. Chris I know you 
are very involved in it, please explain how that works…  

NOTES: Need to make notes about what happen in the garden this year-you know, successes, 
failures, problems-things I can look at next Spring to refresh my memory. Need to make a 
diagram of where my diseased tomatoes were before I forget. Shouldn’t replant tomatoes back in 
those spots again for 2-3 years. It’s called plant rotation-Find a new spot to plant tomato plants or 
put them in new spaces between where you planted last year. 

PROTECTION: Cover any cool season crops with winter weight row cover at night that you may 
still have in the outside garden to protect them as long as possible. I still have kale and chard 
outside and thriving in this cool weather.  

CHORES: Take out the dead garden. Many plants can be composted but you should dispose of 
dead plants-tomatoes, cucumber and squash plants. I won’t compost any of them as I don’t want 
to spread any possible diseases they may have had since they are very disease prone and if you 
don’t get your compost pile hot enough, you may not kill all the pathogens. Also rake any debris 
and get rid of it. Bugs may overwinter in debris. Make the soil pretty.  

COVER CROPS: The best time to plant them would have been last month but you can still plant 
cover crops. They add lots of organic matter for your beds which our soils need badly. You’ll just 
have to turn them over before your beds freeze and if not now you can do it in the spring. 

COMPOST: Finish heating up my regular compost pile. Get more coffee grounds, leaves from 
other plants or trees that are dropping their leaves and bloodmeal or cottonseed meal (to heat up 
the pile) and add to the partially composted piles and turn them. Soon I won’t be adding any 
kitchen scraps, as they will not break down in the dead of winter. This is for a regular hot 
compost pile.  

But for a vermicompost (worm) compost pile, you need to continue to feed them and give them 
water as needed, only not as much and certainly not if your pile freezes. 

SOIL ADMENDMENTS: some things to add to your garden in the fall-Compost, gypsum and a 
mineral supplement. 

COMPOST- adds organic matter to our soil, which the plants need. Our soil doesn’t have 
much if any organic matter. Organic matter also lowers the pH of the soil naturally.  

pH-pH has a scale that goes from 1-14. 7 is neutral. Below 7 the soil becomes more 
acidic and and above 7 the soil is more alkaline.  

Back east they have very acidic soil so they need to add supplements to bring up the pH. 
Plants like blueberries like a more acidic soil but do not like the alkaline soils we have 
here in the southwest so don’t try them here.  



In the southwest, we add compost and cover crops to lower the pH and add organic 
matter. Out here it is not uncommon to see our ph in the 8+range which is very high for 
veggies. They like it in the 6-7 range. Mine is at 7.2 which is good for most veggies. 

GYPSUM-A friend asked me what the black spots on the bottom end of her tomatoes 
were. It is not a disease but is caused from a lack of available calcium. So to add more 
calcium but not raise the pH, you can add gypsum to your beds NOW. Not in the spring. 
That way it will be available to the plants next year when it’s time to plant. Gypsum is a 
great source of calcium. Back east they put their wood ashes on their beds which is also a 
great source of calcium BUT IT RAISES THE pH and we don’t want to raise that out  

MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS: Get some Azomite if you have never re-mineralized your 
soil before. Azomite is a mineral supplement that is mined in Utah from old lake beds. 
You can also use other forms of rock dust like glacial rock dust as well, but Azomite is 
what I use. I put some on my beds 2 seasons ago and the difference is amazing. All the 
plants loved it and have grown exponentially since then. I didn’t realize that it is not 
enough to add compost but we need to replenish minerals in the soil that the plants have 
used up over the years. You don’t need to put it on every year but maybe every 3 years or 
so as the plants use up the minerals.  

DRIP SYSTEMS: Turn off the drip system timers but you’ll need to take out the batteries and put 
them inside somewhere. I never drain or blow out the drip and never had a problem as the water 
will come out the emitters since they are not really a closed system. Remove all hoses from hose 
bibs as the water can freeze and burst pipes. Reattach as needed if you need to water perennial 
plants. 

STORAGE: We have already had several freezing night, so be sure to bring in any products in 
your garden shed that have soil microbes in them in products such as Serenade, Companion and 
Mycorrhizal but I’m going to get them anyways out of the garden shed and put them in the house 
where it is warmer.  

GOPHERS-Trap them now. They are very active in the fall.  They particularly like fruit trees.  


